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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, G is a finite group; a finite set S is said to be a G-set if G acts 
as a (left) permutation group on S, i.e., we have a map G x S -+ S: (g, s) -+ gs: 
such that (gig& = g,(g,s), and es = s, for g, , g, E G, s E S, e the identity 
element of G. If S, , S, are G-sets, then f : S, - Sa is a G-map if, for all g E G, 
s E s, , f&s) = gf(s). 
If M, N are G-sets, then the Cartesian product M x N and the disjoint 
union MU N, are also G-sets in a natural way; and with this multiplication 
and addition, the isomorphism classes of G-sets (under G-maps) form a com- 
mutative half-ring, Q+(G). Its associated ring is the Burnside ring, denoted 
by Q(G). 
Each transitive G-set is G-isomorphic to the set G/U of left cosets of U for 
some DIE 7, where 9 is a full system of nonconjugate subgroups of G. For 
U < G, and M a G-set, we denote by j&M) the number of elements of M 
fixed by U, and the map +u: M---f d”(M) extends to a ring homomorphism 
from Q(G) to 2. Dress shows that & = #q, if and only if U N V, and that 
is an embedding. For a fuller treatment, see [I] and [2, Sets. l-31. 
We define yv E nVpT 2 to be such that yu has zero component in V E F 
unless V - U, and 1 if V - U; we denote the least positive integer a such that 
a~, 6 Q(G) by &J’, and the product hUGy, by xUG (if U = G, the superscript G 
is omitted; so we write A, for Act). 
In Section 2, we prove: 
THEOREM. (a) If G is a jinite group which has maximal normal subgroups of 
index p, , P2 ,..., P, , where the P,‘s are distinct primes, then 
47 =P,P,-*-Ps. 
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(b) If U < G, then AUG = (No(U) : U) A,. 
We call xUG, for U < G, a quasi-idempotent of G(G); if we identify SZ(G) with 
its image B@(G)) in nILTE~ 2, then I-J 2 is the integral closure of G(G) in its 
total quotient ring n Q, and the conductor of G(G) (that is, the largest ideal in 
SZ(G) which is also an ideal in n 2) is generated by the quasi-idempotents. 
So we have determined the conductor of the Burnside ring. 
In Section 3, we apply the above theorem to a consideration of the regular 
G-set, G/e; we have G/e = x,~, and h,G = 1 G /. Our results are 
THEOREM. If G has odd order, and U < G, with hoc = j G /, then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G has no other subgroup of the same order as U, 
(2) There is an automorphism of Q(G) sending xoG to xaG. 
THEOREM. If G has even order, and U < G with XoG = 1 G I, then the 
following conditions are equivalent (U necessarily has square-free order): 
(1) G has exactly one subgroup of order p for each odd prime divisor p of 1 c' I, 
and there is no subgroup of G of order 4 which does not contain the Sylow 2-subgroup 
of u. 
(2) There is an automorphism of L?(G) sending xyG to xeG. 
Finally, two further definitions: 
DEFINITION 1. If p is a prime, then K,(G) is the minimal normal subgroup 
of G such that G/K,(G) is ap-group. 
DEFINITION 2. We define PU,V, where p is zero or prime, to be (x E L?(G): 
C&(X) = 0 mod p). (Dress shows in [l] that the minimal prime ideals of SZ(G) 
have the form 9,,, , for some U < G, and the maximal prime ideals have the 
form 9 U,D, for some nonzero primep, U < G, and further, that PU,, = 8,., if 
and only if K,(U) N K,(V).) 
2. THE QUASI-IDEMPOTENTS OF Q(G) 
In this section, we investigate the value of XUG, for U < G. We begin with 
the case where G is a p-group, and use the Mobius function p(U, G) of G, 
introduced by Hall (see [4]). 
p(H, G) is defined as follows: p(G, G) = 1, and CHSK p(K, G) := 0 for H < G. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) p(H, G) = 0 unless His an intersection of maximal subgroups 
of G. 
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(b) If G is an elementary Abelianp-group, and 1 G/H 1 = pa, then p(H, G) = 
(-])apaca--l,/z. 
Proof. (a) is standard; for (b), see Hall [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If G is a p-group, then A, = p. 
Proof. By (a) of the above lemma, p(H, G) = 0 unless F(G) < H, where 
F(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G. G/F(G) is elementary Abelian since G is a 
p-group, so ifF(G) < H, then His normal in G; and if / G/H / = pa, then by (b) 
of the above lemma, 
p(G, H) : (-1)9~(~-~)/2. 
~:owpp(H, G) z (- l)y(a-1)/f-!-l, and for a E Zf we have a(a - 1)/Z + 1 3 a. 
Hence p” divides pp(H, G); that is, 1 G/H 1 divides pp(H, G). So suppose 
pp(H, G) = kH / G/H ! ; clearly th’ h Id f 1s o s or any H .< G, with k, = 0 unless 
F(G) < H. 
Sow put x := CVclc k,GlV; then 
&J(X) =: 1 I G!VI kv = P C ,4V, G) = P, U = G, 
U<V<G U<V<G = 0, G f G. 
Hence xG divides x, so h, divides p. But if X, = 1, then xG is an idempotent, 
which is impossible since G is soluble (see [l]). Hence x = xG , and ho = p. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that K 4 G, let e be the quotient group G/K, 
and let i? be UKjKfor U < G. Then the map dejined by 
-- 
G/V--f GjVK 
extends by linearity to a homomorphism 0 from L?(G) to Q(G), and do(x) = 
&P(4), for x E Q(G). 
-- 
Proof. First we show that &(G/V) = &(G/VK). For 
Ug VK = g VK o UK(gK) VK = (gK) VK, 
-c- ugv 1 gr, where g = gK. 
So $0(x) == &(0(x)) for x E Q(G). N ow let x, y E Q(G). $U(~(xy)) = 40(xy) = 
4&x) 4&y) = +U(O(x) . O(y)), and since this holds for each U < G, O(xy) = 
O(x) 8(y), and 0 is a homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists y E Q(G) s-t. &(y) = Xc if UK = G, 0 other- 
wise. 
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Proof. Let y = O(xG). 
MY) = do(%) = he if iJ = G, i.e., if UK = G, 
=o if B#G. 
COROLLARY 2. If K,(G) # G, there exists y in Q(G) such that &l(y) = p 
if UK,(G) = G, 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Put K = K,(G) in the above corollary. G/K,(G) is ap-group, and so 
A, = p, by Proposition 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If G is nii$otent of mderp;lpFjz ... pry, then A, = p,p, “.p,. . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, Corollary 2, there exists, for i == 1 to Y, yi in 
Q(G) such that &( yi) = pi if US,( = G, and 0 otherwise, where S,< is the 
(normal) Sylow &~-complement of G. 
so put z = y1ya 1.. yr . Then &(a) # 0 implies that USDj = G for i = 1 
to Y, and hence that lJ contains all the Sylow p,-subgroups of G. But this is only 
possible for U = G. Clearly, &(.z) = pip, ... p, , hence z := p,p, ... p, + 
c “<e a,G/V. We now show that z is not divisible by any integer. 
G has a normal subgroup U, say, of index p,; we have: 0 = &,(a) = 
PIP, ... P, + av&(G/U) = P1P2 ‘**p, + aup,. Hence a~ = --p, . ..p., so p, 
does not divide a. Similarly, we can show that x is not divisible by p, ,..., p,.; 
so x is not divisible, hence x = xo , and A, = p,p, ... p, . 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose G is a group of order p&Q ... p>, and that 
K,((G) # G for i = 1 to s, and K,;(G) = G for i = s + 1 to r, where s < Y. 
Then ho = p,p, “‘p,. 
Pyoof. Put K = ni K,,(G); K is a normal (characteristic) subgroup of G. 
Suppose j G/K I = ppp$ ...p); G/K is nilpotent, and by hypothesis, bi # 0, 
for i = 1 to s. 
Hence, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, we can find a in Q(G) such that $&z) = 
A,,, = p,p, . ..p. if UK = G, and 0 otherwise. We now show the existence of 
an element y in Q(G) which satisfies &( y) = 1, and &,( y) = 0 if UK = G, 
U # G; and then we show that xG = zy. 
For consider the ideals r)Vx=c,o+V YU,s = I, say, and PG.0 . If the ideal 
IT+ 8,,, # Q(G), then it is contained in a maximal, hence prime, ideal, i.e. 
gV,z, for some V < G, and primep. 
Hence 8,,, r) &?,,a and gV,gl BU,a for some U # G s.t. UK = G, by 
prime ideal theory. 
This implies that K,(V) = K,(G) = K,(U); but K < K,(G), so K < 
K,(U) < U, so UK = U # G, a contradiction. Hence I + gG,s = Q(G), 
so we can find y E I, y1 E .cY~,~ s.t. y + y1 = 1. Clearly y has the required 
properties. 
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du(Y)40(4 = Cu(Y4 = 0 U # G, 
= PIP2 ... P* U = G, 
and by an argument similar to that used in Proposition 2.4, pi divides AC for 
i=ltos.Hence~G=y~,andh,=p,p,...p,. 
We now know AC exactly in terms of the group structure of G; we now con- 
sider hVG, for U < G. For this we use the concepts of induction and restriction. 
If U < G, then we can define a Z-module homomorphism from Q(U) to 
Q(G) by mapping U/V to G/V for V < U, and extending linearly; this is known 
as the induction map, and we denote the image in Q(G) of x E Q(U) under 
the induction map by (x)“. 
Alternatively, a G-set M may be naturally regarded as a U-set, for U < G, 
which we denote by (M), , and the map M + (M), extends to a ring homo- 
morphism from Q(G) to sZ( U). W e d enote the image of x E Q(G) in Q(U) by (x)~ . 
It is easy to see that (x~G)~ is a multiple of xU , and using the result that 
((+J)~ = G/u . X, for x E L?(G), it follows that (x”)~ divides G/U * xuG = 
in;,(U): UIXuG. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose U < G. Then (x~)~ = xLIG, and AvG = 
1 NG(u) : u 1 Au - 
Proof. We know that (x”)~ = 6xUG, where b E Z+, so we need to show that 
b = 1. By Proposition 2.5, we have 
xu = PIP2 -p, + C aJJ/V, 
VfU 
V&9-” 
where the p,‘s are precisely the primes such that KDi( U) # U, and Yu is a full 
system of nonconjugate subgroups of U. Hence 
(xu)~ = ~1~2 --a psG/U + c avG/V. 
V# u 
However, the total coefficient of G/V is not necessarily a, , since there may be 
subgroups of U conjugate to V in G, but not conjugate in U. The term in G/U 
in (x~)~ is certainly p,p, *.. p,G/U; so to prove that b = 1, it is sufficient to 
show that p, does not divide (x~)~. 
Consider the coefficient av in xLI of U/V for V a maximal subgroup of U. 
Since &(U/V) = 0, we have xU . U/V = 0. This gives the equation p&s **. 
P, + I N,(V) : v I a, = 0. 
So if V is normal in U of index pi (where 1 < i < s by hypothesis), then 
av = -p,p, ... p.&+; while otherwise a, = -p,p, **a p, (since V is then 
self-normalizing in U). 
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Hence p, divides uy for a maximal V unless V is normal in U of index p, . 
The number c of maximal normal subgroups of U of index p is equal to the 
number of maximal subgroups of U/&(U), a nilpotent pi-group; by standard 
theory, c = 1 mod p, . Therefore, 
xu = PIP, *..PS-P,P,*..P,f: u/v,+ c adJ,K 
i=l V#Vi 
V#U 
where VI , V, ,..., V, are the normal subgroups of U of index pi. Hence 
(Xu)’ = P&2 a.0 P&‘/U - pd% ‘** p, c awG/W + T a,G/V, 
W 
where the first sum is taken over a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes 
in G of VI , V, ,..., V, , a, = the number of V$‘s conjugate to W, and the second 
sum is over the remaining subgroups V of U, where V # U. 
Hence &,aw = c = 1 modpI, so at least one aW is not divisible by pi; 
so p, does not divide (x~)~. 
Therefore (x”)~ = xuG, and 
h”G = I NG(U) : u I PlP2 .‘. P, 
=lN,(U):UIA(J. 
COROLLARY 1. XUG = 1 G 1 if and only if U is an Abelian normal subgroup 
of square-free order. 
Proof. hUG = 1 NG( U) : U 1 h,; h, divides I U I, and by Proposition 2.5, 
AU = 1 U I if and only if U is abelian of square-free order. If U is not normal 
in G, then I N,(U) : U 1 < j G/U j ; the result follows clearly. 
3. THE ORBIT OF THE REGULAR G-SET 
In this section we apply the results of Section 2 concerning the quasi- 
idempotents xUG, and their corresponding X$‘s, for U < G, to determine the 
orbit of the regular G-set G/e under the automorphism group of Q(G), Aut(Q(G)), 
which we denote by A. 
For clearly G/e = xec, XeG = 1 G j ; and any element of A must permute 
the set {xUG: U E Y}, where Y is a full system of nonconjugate subgroups of G. 
Further, since (xuG)s = )\Uo~r,o, xUc can only be in the A-orbit of G/e if hoc = 
I G I, that is, if U is a normal Abelian subgroup of square-free order. 
The cases for G of odd and even order require separate treatment; the odd 
case is considered in Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, the even case in Propositions 3.5 
and 3.6. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. If p divides (x yc + xyG), V # U, then U n V 4 U, 
lJ~V~V,andeither~U[U~V~=~V~U~V/=p,orU>V,~U/V/= 
p (or V 3 U, 1 V/U j = p) where suitable conjugates of U and V are chosen. 
Proof. Suppose that U z& 77 (without loss of generality). 
XU G =p,..~p,GIU-~aa,GIW. 
xyG has no term in G/U, so p = p, , say. Now 
xuG =p,***p,GIU-pp,***p, c awG/W-za,G/K. 
Wau 
JUIWI=?+ 
As before, for some W, 4 U, 1 U/W, j = p, , awl # 0 modp, , so there must 
be a nonzero term in G/W, in qG. 
Therefore V > W, , choosing suitable conjugates. So either V = W, or 
V < U. If V 4 U, then, by a similar argument, there exists w’ 4 V such that 
/V/W’] =p,,andW’< U. 
Thus Un V> W,, and Un I’3 w’; so W, = IV’, and Un V = W,. 
COROLLARY 1. p divides (xUG + xeG) ;f and only if 1 U 1 = p. 
Proof. If j U / = p, then 
xUG = pG/U - G/e 
= pG/U - xeG. 
The converse follows from the proposition. 
By the above corollary, the number of subgroups U for which p divides 
(xUc + xeG) is precisely the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G of 
order p; we attempt to decide whether X,~ and xyG, where XVG = 1 G 1, can be in 
the same A-orbit by considering the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups 
U such that p divides (xyG + xUG). 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose U < G, 1 U 1 = p,p, “.p,, and U has a normal 
nilpotent p,-complement (the pi’s being distinct primes). Then the coef@ient of G/e 
in xuG is (-1)“. 
Proof. Since xUG = (x~)~, and the only contribution from xU to G/e will 
come from the term in U/e, it is sufficient to assume that U = G. 
So / G 1 = p,p, ... p, , and G has normal Sylowp,-subgroups for i = 2,3,..., s. 
We use induction on s; ifs = 1, xc = p, - G/e. 
Suppose s > 1. Let Pz be the normal Sylow ps-subgroup, let G be G/P, , 
let 0 be the canonical homomorphism from Q(G) to Q(G) described in Proposi- 
tion 2.3, and let T be the Sylow p,-complement of G. So G g T. 
Let z = n,(O(x,-)) - zcrG, where n, = 1 N,(T) : T I. We show that z = xc . 
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For #+Jx) = n,Xc = X, by Proposition 2.5, since n, = 1 or pa; &(z) =-= 
n,X, - hTG = 0; and &(z) = 0 otherwise since VP, # G. 
Now 0(x,) only involves transitives of the form G/VP, so the only contribution 
to G/e is from x,~, and by induction the coefficient of G/e in xT, and hence in 
xTG, is (--I)“-‘. 
So our result follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G have odd order, and U be a subgroup with huG = / G j ; 
then ;f G has another subgroup of the same order as IT, xuG is not in the A-orbit 
ofxeG. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.6, Corollary 1, 1 U / = p, *.*ps, say, where the 
pi’s are distinct primes, U Q G, and U is Abelian. 
Suppose there is another subgroup I’, say, of order p, .*. p, . Then without 
loss of generality, there are two subgroups of order p, , say Pr , PI’, where 
PI d U(P, 4 G),P,' < v. 
Clearly, xgl # xgI* , and p, I xF1 + xBc, pl I xZ1, + x,‘. 
We show that p, j xUG + xWG only if W = Kpl( U). 
Suppose U = PI X P2 X ..’ x P,, where IPi] =pi, and Pi <I G. 
Pl I xLTG + xWG implies either (a) W D Pz ‘.. P, = M, say, and either 
1 W/M [ = p, , or W = M, or (b) W 3 U, / W/U 1 = p, , by Proposition 3.1. 
(a) Suppose 1 W/M / = p, . Then both W and U satisfy the conditions 
of Lemma 3.2, and hence the coefficient of G/e in xU + xw is 2(-l)“, so pi does 
not divide xu + xw . 
So the only possibility from (a) is W = M. 
(b) ( W/U j = p, , U (1 W. xWG = &G/W + CwjCw aw,G/W’, and p, 
divides X, since K,(W) = M, so the coefficient of G/U in xWG is h&r , which 
is not divisible by p, . So p, does not divide zUG + xWG. 
Hence p divides xUG + xwG only if W = M. So xllG cannot be in the orbit 
of X&G. 
The case for G of even order is different, and is more readily considered after 
further work on the case where G has odd order. 
We now show that for G of odd order, and if G has exactly one subgroup of 
order p, “*ps, and if this subgroup is Abelian (so that h,o = 1 G I), then there 
is an automorphism of Q(G) which sends x,~ to x$. It is sufficient to show that 
there is an automorphism Bi of Q(G) acting on the set (zUG: U < G) as follows: 
IfU=P, x Pz x *a* x Ps,thenBi:xe-+xpi,xvPi+-xy,xy-+xvpi 
for (1 Vl,pi) = 1. 
For then 8,8, ... es sends xeG to xUG. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose p is a prime, and P is the only subgroup of G of order 
p. Then xpG is in the A-orbit of G/e. 
Proof. (a) We show that the map defined on the transitives by: 
G/U+ G/U if U > P, 
-+ G/UP - G/U + a,GICP otherwise, 
where C = C,(P), the centralizer of P in U, and au = (p - 1)/j U : C [, 
extends by linearity to 0 E A. 
(b) Define the permutation t of the subgroups of G by t(V) = V if 
p2 1 1 VI, t(W) = WP, t(WP) = W, if p 7 1 WI. It suffices to show that 
hdG/u) = MYGlUN for all U, V < G. (1) 
For then, 4td4 = vb(W) f or x E -Q(G), hence ~w(~Y> = &@(xY)) = 
&&)$t(V)( y) = &(6(x) e(y)), and so B(xy) = B(x) e(y) since this is true 
for all V < G. Hence 0 E A. 
There are three different types of V to consider: 
(c) Ifp2 1 1 Y 1, then t(V) = V, and either e(G/U) = G/U, or&(G/U) = 
&@(G/U)) = 0, so (1) holds. 
(d) The other two types are Y = W, V = WP, where p + 1 WI. It 
suffices to consider V = W only, since 0 is an involution and $&G/U) = 
&(B(G/U)) for all U < G yields q&(B(G/U)) = +&F(G/U)) = #&G/U); i.e., 
hwp,(G/U) = 4wMGlW 
(e) So suppose V $ P; suppose U > P. Let x = G/UP - G/U + 
a&P’. 4dGIU) = 0, so we must show&(z) = 0. 
We may assume that V < U, taking suitable conjugates; otherwise the result 
is trivial. 
If U Q UP, then U = C, and z = pG/UP - G/U, and q&,(z) = 0; so we 
may suppose that U +I UP. 
(f) U #I UP; C 4 UP, and UP/C is Frobenius with kernel PC/C (for 
the centralizer of any element of PC/C is PC/C), hence U/C is a T.I. subgroup. 
j U : C / dividesp - 1, for if P is generated by y, then the number of conjugates 
of y in UP is I U : C I, which must divide p - 1 since P q UP. We now have 
two further types of V to consider. 
(g) Suppose U > V > C; so &(z) = &(G/UP) - &(G/U). Each UP- 
coset fixed by V splits into p U-cosets, exactly one of which is fixed by V, since 
U contains exactly one conjugate of V by elements of P, by (f). 
Since each U-coset fixed by V is contained in a UP-coset fixed by V, 
&,(G/UP) = +,(G/U), so&(z) = 0 and (1) holds. 
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(h) Suppose I’ < C. P 4 G, so if g-‘Vg < UP, g-lVg also centralizes P, 
so g-‘Vg < c. 
Now each UP-coset fixed by V splits into p U-cosets, each fixed by I’ (for 
Vg UP = gUP implies g-‘Vg < UP, hence g-‘Vg < C < x-lUx for each 
x E P), and into 1 U : C 1 CP-cosets, each fixed by V. Conversely, every CP- 
coset, and every U-coset, fixed by V is contained in a UP-coset fixed by V. 
Hence if &(G/UP) = m, &(z) = m - mp + a, / U : C 1 m = 0. So (1) 
holds. 
(i) Finally, suppose U >, P (and V > P). We have to show that &(G/ U) = 
4VP(GIU), and th is is clear since any coset of U fixed by V is fixed by VP, and 
vice versa. 
So our result is proved. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose G has even order, and suppose U is a subgroup of G 
with XUG = / G 1; then if there are 2 subgroups of G of orderp for any odd prime p 
dividing the order of U, or ;f there is a subgroup of G of order 4 which does not 
contain the Sylow 2-subgroup of U, then xLIG is not in the A-orbit of xeG. 
Proof. (a) The first part, for p # 2, follows as in Proposition 3.3. So 
assume U = P’Ql a*. Qr, where 1 P’ / = 2. j Qi 1 = qi # 2, for i = 1 to Y, and 
Qr ... QT is the unique subgroup of G of order ql ... qT . By Proposition 3.4, 
there is an automorphism of Q(G) which maps x,~ to ~~~...o, . Hence, without 
loss of gnerality, we may assume that U = P’. 
(b) Now suppose that G has a subgroup W of order 4. If W is cyclic, 
then xwG = 2G/ W - G/V, say, where / V 1 = 2, and so 4G/ W = 2xwG + 
xyG + xeG. If W is not cyclic, then xWG = 2G/ W - C%, aiG/Vi + G/e, where 
1 Vi j = 2, ai = 0, 1, 2, or 3, for i = 1 to 3, and &, ai = 3. In this case, 
4G/W=2~,~+&,a,x$.+x eG. So in each case, 4 I 2xwG + C u&i + x&o, 
and 2 1 xsi + xsG, for suitable integral ai . 
(c) We now show that if 4 I 2xHG + C b,xg, + xLIG, and 2 I xgi + x$, 
with xzi # xoG, then H > U, and 1 H / = 4. 
Suppose 2 1 x yG + xUG; by Proposition 3.1, U n V d U, U n V 4 V, and 
either U n V = e, and j V I = 2, or V = e, or V > U with 1 V/U I = 2. 
But if U n V = U, then xyG = 2G/V - G/U + CKZU a,G/K since U Q G; 
so 2 I xyG + xUG. Hence U n V = e; and 2 1 xyG + xUG if and only if V = e 
orI VI =2. 
So our condition becomes 4 I 2xHG + C b,x”,, + xLIC, where Vi = e, or 
1 Vi\ =2. 
Now if H > U, the only contribution to G/U in (1) is 2 from xUG; so H > U. 
If I H j > 4, then there is a term 2a,G/K in (1) from zcHo, where K is a maximal 
subgroup of H, and uK is odd, and no other term in (1) contributes to G/K; 
hence 1 H I = 4. 
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(d) Hence 4 j 2~~~ + C b,~“,~ + ZQ,.~, and 2 / xzi + zVG, x”, # xLIG, 
only if El 3 U, and 1 H i = 4, whereas the same equations with xL.G replaced 
by .rcG can be solved for any subgroup H of order 4. 
Hence if G has a subgroup W > U, I W / = 4, then xt,G is not in the A-orbit 
of X,G. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If P is a normal subgroup of G of order 2, and every 
subgroup of G of order 4 contains P, then xpG is in the A-orbit of G/e. 
Proof. (1) We show that the map defined by: 
G/U + 2GIUP - G/U if j U 1 is odd, 
G/UP1 + G/UP1 + G/UP - G/U if 1 U 1 is odd, / P1 1 = 2, P1 # P, 
G/U+ G/U otherwise, 
extends by linearity to 0 E A; and hence since B(G/e) = xpG, xpG is in the 
A-orbit of G/e. 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.4; we define a permutation t of 
the subgroups of G by t(V) = VP, t( VP) = V, if / V 1 is odd, t(V) = V other- 
wise. Then we show that 
~4dGIu) = MYG/UN (“> 
As in (b) of the proof of Proposition 3.4, this shows that B E A. We prove that (*) 
holds for all U, I/ < G; there are four different types of V. 
(2) If 4 / 1 V I, then t(V) = V; either 0(G/U) = G/U, or &(G/U) = 
+,(B(G/U)) = 0, so (*) holds. 
(3) If 2 1 1 V I, and V $ P, then t(V) = V. If U > P, (*) is trivially 
satisfied; if 2 j 1 U 1, and U > P, then U = WP1 say, where I W 1 is odd, 
j PI / = 2, so O(G/U) = G/WPl+ G/WP - G/W, and 
h@(GIU)) = 4v(G/WP1) = MGlU). 
Finally, if 1 U I is odd, then&,(G/U) = +,(G/UP) = 0. So (*) holds in this case. 
(4) The remaining cases are 1 V 1 odd, and V = WP, where I W 1 is odd. 
As in Proposition 3.4 ((d) of the proof) it suffices to consider 1 I/’ 1 odd only. 
So suppose I V / is odd; t(V) = VP. 
If U > P, then B(G/U) = G/U, and any coset of U fixed by V is fixed by VP, 
and vice versa. 
If j U I is even, and U 2 P, then U = WPl, where j W [ is odd, i P1 I = 2, 
so @(G/U) = G/U + G/WP - G/W, +&G/U) = 0, and &(O(G/U)) = 
+,(G/WPl) + &(G/WP) - &(G/W). It is easy to see that +,(G/WPl) = 
&,(G/WP) = $&,(G/W), so (*) holds. 
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Finally if 1 U 1 is odd, then +VP(G/U) = 0, and &(B(G/U)) = 2&(G/UP)) - 
G/U = 0. 
This completes the proof. 
Note. Our results here extend the results of Krlmer in [3], which considers 
mainly the case where G is an Abelianp-group. 
For this case, he proves that hUG = p 1 G/U j (this follows from our Proposi- 
tions 2.2 and 2.6), and shows that if B E A, p2 / 1 U j, and 8 maps G/U onto G/V, 
then 1 U j := 1 V j. He then shows that an automorphism of Q(G) which fixes 
G/e induces an automorphism of the subgroup lattice L(G) of G. 
He then gives conditions for Aut(L/(G)) > A, i.e., for the existence of an 
automorphism of Q(G) which does not fix G/e; and these conditions follow as 
special cases of Propositions 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6. 
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